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The method of flexible constraints was implemented in a Monte Carlo code to perform numerical
simulations of liquid water and ice Ih in the constant number of molecules, volume, and temperature
and constant pressure, instead of volume ensembles, using the polarizable and flexible mobile
charge densities in harmonic oscillators~MCDHO! model. The structural and energetic results for
the liquid at T5298 K andr5997 kg m23 were in good agreement with those obtained from
molecular dynamics. The density obtained atP51 atm with flexible constraints,r
51008 kg m23, was slightly lower than with the classical sampling of the intramolecular vibrations,
r51010 kg m23. The comparison of the structures and energies found for water hexamers and for
ice Ih with six standard empirical models to those obtained with MCDHO, show this latter to
perform better in describing water far from ambient conditions: the MCDHO minimum lattice
energy, density, and lattice constants were in good agreement with experiment. The average/HOH
of the water molecule in ice was predicted to be slightly larger than in the liquid, yet 1.2% smaller
than the experimental value. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1747927#

I. INTRODUCTION

The extended range of fields that require a deep under-
standing of the behavior of water based on molecular detail
has led to intensive research by numerical methods, with a
variety of potentials to model intermolecular interactions
~see e.g., Ref. 1 and references therein!. Though in many
cases of interest water is either far from ambient conditions,
or under narrow confinement, the most used models are still
those whose parameters were fitted to reproduce various
properties of the liquid under ambient conditions: SPC,2

SPC/E,3 TIP3P,4 and TIP4P.4 These four models were in-
tended to be used for simulations of biomolecules under
‘‘physiological’’ conditions, for example,T ranging from
290 to 320 K, andP51 atm, thus their parameters were
tuned to reproduce the experimental density and vaporization
enthalpy of liquid water. The compromise between simplicity
and accuracy has proven useful and rather difficult to
improve,5 so that the reproduction of the temperature of
maximum density could only be attained by adding another

interaction site to the model.6 These models all fail to repro-
duce the properties of gas-phase water~steam! and the prop-
erties of solid-phase water~ices!. The search for models that
can ensure the reproduction of water properties over a large
range of thermodynamic conditions has been directed to-
wards the inclusion of polarizability and flexibility~see Table
I of Ref. 1!, and to the study of classical trajectories of the
nuclei, subject to an approximate quantum force field com-
puted ‘‘on-the-fly.’’7,8 However, in spite of the large number
of existing polarizable and flexible models, none of them has
shown as yet any advantage over simple models that is sig-
nificant enough to encourage its systematic use. An impor-
tant issue is, of course, computational cost.

Though the inclusion of intramolecular flexibility in ana-
lytical model potentials for water was considered since sev-
eral years ago,9–15 the difficulties of dealing with quantum
degrees of freedom in classical simulations16 has limited the
use of flexible models. A useful, though computationally ex-
pensive approach, is the treatment with a path integral
formulation,17,18 following classical trajectories of quasipar-
ticles involved in those degrees of freedom,19–22 that has
already been applied in studies of liquid water.23–28A prom-
ising alternative with an average effective Feynman–Hibbs
potential has also been used,29 but the approximation breaks
down for the high-frequency intramolecular vibrations. To
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decouple these latter from classical simulations, a less expen-
sive method of flexible constraints30,31 has recently been
developed32 that allowed the simulation of a fairly large sys-
tem~1000 molecules! by means of molecular dynamics, with
the polarizable and flexibleab initio based mobile charge
densities in harmonics oscillators~MCDHO! model.33 The
thermodynamical correctness of the method led to structural
and energetic results in agreement with those obtained from
the original, fully flexible simulation,33 considering the loss
of the thermal motion in the constrained degrees of freedom.
Contrary to the static behavior, the use of flexible constraints
had a small, albeit non-negligible effect on the dynamics of
the system.32 Thus, the use of more complex models with
new methods of simulation requires that the effects on the
results of both models and methods are tested systematically.
It is therefore convenient to implement flexible constraints in
a Monte Carlo code as this provides another, different ap-
proach to simulations, and allows us to perform other tests,
such as the effect of flexible constraints on the density of the
system, and the search of local minimum energy structures,
subject to specific temperatures and pressures.

The sampling of the number of molecules, constant pres-
sure, and temperature (NPT) ensemble can be implemented
in the Monte Carlo method rather straightforwardly,34,35with
exact temperature and pressure controls36 and without intro-
ducing fictitious masses37,38 or coupling parameters.39 This
ease becomes important when testing other effects, as is the
case for a novel model potential and a novel method to in-
clude intramolecular flexibility. Thus, in this work flexible
constraints were implemented in Monte Carlo simulations,
and used to test the ability of the MCDHO33 model for water
to reproduce the density and the energetic and structural pa-
rameters of liquid water and ice Ih. Because the MCDHO
model was not fitted to reproduce the experimental data of
the liquid under ambient conditions, but to the ‘‘correct’’ab
initio interaction, it should perform better than the standard
empirical models in describing ‘‘far-from-ambient-
conditions’’ water. To evaluate its possible advantages, a
comparison was made to the results obtained for water hex-
amers and for ice Ih with the potentials SPC,2 SPC/E,3

SPC/L,5 TIP3P,4 TIP4P,4 and TIP5P.6

Moreover, to be able to evaluate the effects of molecular
geometry and polarizability, further simulations of ice Ih
were performed with the same MCDHO parameters and
functional expressions, but constraining the geometry to the
average found in the liquid under ambient conditions and to
the average found in ice Ih atT50.15 K, and constraining
the dipole moment to the average in the liquid,m52.96 D,
and to the average in ice Ih,m53.25 D.

II. THE METHOD

A. Flexible constraints

The method of flexible constraints is based on a Hamil-
tonian formulation of the dynamics of the system, and was
originally developed for molecular dynamics simulations,32

using the distance between two particlesa andb

q5ira2rbi , ~1!

with position vectorsra , rb , velocities va and vb , and a
reduced mass

m5
mamb

ma1mb
, ~2!

where the equation of the constraint results in a cancellation
of the total potential forcef(r )52¹V(r ) and the centrifugal
force, both working on the direction of the constraint

2mqv22f~r !•
]r

]q
50, ~3!

wherev5iva2vbi /q is the corresponding angular velocity.
The method can be readily extended ton constraints.

The method of flexible constraints is well suited for mo-
lecular dynamics simulations, where all the relevant
quantities—positions, velocities, and forces—are computed
at each step.

B. Flexible constraints in Monte Carlo simulations

On the other hand, the usual Metropolis40,41 algorithm
for Monte Carlo simulations deals with a random sampling
of the configurational space of the system, biased towards
the important states by means of a Boltzmann weighting fac-
tor. Because the velocities and forces are not computed, a
different approach to flexible constraints is required: the con-
dition to keep a thermodynamically correct description is
that the high-frequency, quantum degrees of freedom are
continuously in their respective ground states, and adjust
adiabatically to the change in classical coordinates. This is
equivalent to treating the quantum degrees of freedom in the
Born–Oppenheimer approximation, usually assumed to be
valid for the electronic degrees of freedom. That is, for each
Monte Carlo step, the corresponding classical generalized
coordinateqi has to be taken to the value that minimizes its
contribution to the total potential energy of the system, i.e.,

]

]qi
H~r ,v!5

]

]qi
S 1

2
m iqi

2v i
21V~r ! D50 ~4!

~see Ref. 32! that leads to Eq.~3!. The velocity-dependent
term is not correlated with the configurational term and can
be separately averaged over the ensemble. This leads to a
constant force, due to two rotational degrees of freedom,
projected onto the constraint direction, of 2kBT/qi , where
kB is Boltzmann’s constant andT the temperature. Under
ambient conditions, this force would lead to an average ex-
tension of the O–H bond length by 0.12 pm, which is neg-
ligible compared to the O–H bond length of 98.2 pm. There-
fore it suffices to zeroing the potential forces acting on the
directions of the constraints, so that no net translation or
rotation of the molecule should result from the process. The
decoupling of the various degrees of freedom is already im-
plicit in the algorithm,42 thus the treatment of the intramo-
lecular vibrations can be readily implemented in the same
way as that used for the positions of the mobile charges.33

This can be accomplished by referring the coordinates of the
three atoms to the center of mass and the principal moments
of inertia. In this work, a simple algorithm was devised to
find the positions of the atoms that zeroed the projections of
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all forces along the vectors connecting each pair. The itera-
tive procedure was combined with the optimization of the
mobile charges. Unfortunately, this adds to the computa-
tional cost of the Monte Carlo~MC! simulation because the
computation of the forces is now required. This is in contrast
to the case in molecular dynamics~MD!, where the forces
are already computed at each step and the additional cost of
flexible constraints is negligible.32 Another difference is that
in MD the updating of the polarization and the geometry of
the molecules is required only once for each time step,
whereas in MC it is needed at every trial move, to satisfy the
detailed balance condition.43 Although it has been proven
recently that strict detailed balance is unnecessary for a valid
sampling,44 the procedure of updating only the trial
molecule33,45,46~calledsingle update! has been criticized on
this ground.43,47 However, the results obtained from MD for
the vapor–liquid coexistence curve48 for the model
TIP4P-FQ49 are the same as those from MC with a single
update.45

In spite of not finding any significant difference with the
single update scheme applied to TIP4P-FQ, two alternative
schemes have been proposed to comply with detailed bal-
ance; the adiabatic nuclear and electronic sampling
~ANES!43,50 and the pair approximation for polarization in-
teraction~PAPI!.47,51 In the ANES scheme, a molecule dis-
placement is followed by a series of random electronic
moves of randomly selected molecules, and the resulting
configuration is treated as a trial configuration. The elec-
tronic moves are accepted using a very low temperature to
restrict the charges close to the electronic ground state. In the
PAPI scheme, the updating of the dipoles is made taking into
account the interactions between the displaced molecule and
all molecules within the cutoff radius from the new location,
as well as the interactions between all molecules which are
distant from the old or the new location of the displaced
molecule by less than a parameterRiter . It was shown that
the PAPI scheme applied to the polarizable model SCPDP,52

based on point polarizabilities, yielded different results from
single update, due to a bias of the sampling.47

Because in this work we are using a different model of
polarizability, we decided to test the effects of the different
schemes on simulations of liquid water under ambient con-
ditions. Thus, MC simulations of the constant number of
molecules, volume, and temperature (NVT) ensemble were
done on a cubic box with 343 water molecules at a tempera-
ture ofT5298.15 K and a density ofr5997 kg m23. Due to
the high computational cost of the PAPI scheme, Ewald sums
were not used; this is immaterial at this moment, as we are
only interested in looking at possible biases on the sampling
caused by the different schemes. In one simulation we used
the single update~SU!; in another one, ANES with a low
temperature of the quantum degrees of freedom~electronic
and vibrational! Tqm50.05 K and a sampling ratio quantum-
:classical of 10:1. In a third simulation we used the ANES
scheme with the same sampling ratio, but fully optimizing
the quantum degrees of freedom, thusTqm50 K. The PAPI
scheme was used in a fourth simulation, withRiter

50.573 nm as recommended in Ref. 47. The four simula-
tions started from the same initial configuration and were

allowed to run until the criterion of convergence derived
from the blocking method53 was met. In Table I we compare
the average per-molecule potential energies resulting from
each simulation, as well as the relative number of MC steps
required to equilibrate the system and the relative computa-
tional cost ~CPU time!, both referred to the single update
scheme. In these latter two regards, SU takes ten times
longer than PAPI to attain equilibrium whereas its computa-
tional cost is 16 times smaller. The largest difference in en-
ergy amounts to only 0.2 kJ mol21 between ANES0.05 and
PAPI, while between ANES and SU it amounts to
0.1 kJ mol21. To better assess the correctness of the SU and
the ANES schemes, a more stringent test is the comparison
of the results to those obtained from molecular dynamics,
which is done in Sec. III.

III. TEST CASE: LIQUID WATER UNDER AMBIENT
CONDITIONS

Because there already exist data for liquid water with
flexible constraints,32 a direct comparison of the structural
and energetic results from Monte Carlo simulations can be
readily done: the same three systems of Ref. 32 were studied,
that is,NVT ensembles of 1000 MCDHO water molecules in
periodic cubic boxes at a fixed density of 997 kg m23 and a
fixed temperature ofT5298 K. The same cutoff of 1 nm was
used for the particle–particle interactions, and Ewald
sums54–56 to treat the long-range electrostatic interactions.
The correction to the dispersion energy amounts to
20.3 kJ mol21. The same convention as in Ref. 32 was used
to name the simulations: MC–FF~fully flexible!, MC–RC
~rigidly constrained!, and MC–FC~flexibly constrained!.

Besides a possible bias in the sampling with the SU
scheme, a new problem arises when including the Ewald
sums, namely the updating of the corresponding forces for
the optimization of the geometry and the polarization of each
molecule. This was neglected in the original MCDHO
simulations33 due to the high computational cost. As a result,
when we used molecular dynamics to simulate ambient liq-
uid water,32 including the Ewald forces, we found a small
difference in energy of 0.3 kJ mol21. The ANES scheme ap-
plied to Monte Carlo simulations circumvents the evaluation
of the forces and provides a method to test our previous

TABLE I. Comparison of the results obtained from the Monte Carlo simu-
lations of ambient liquid water with the MCDHO model,a using different
sampling schemes: single update~SU!, adiabatic nuclear and electronic
samplingb with Tqm50.05 K (ANES0.05) and withTqm50 K (ANES0), and
pair approximation for polarization interactionc ~PAPI!. The energŷU& is in
kJ mol21, NSrel is the relative number of MC steps needed to attain equi-
librium, and tcrel is the relative computational cost~CPU time!, both re-
ferred to the SU scheme.

SU ANES0.05 ANES0 PAPI

^U&d 251.5 251.4 251.5 251.6
NSrel 1 0.9 0.8 0.1
tcrel 1 3 6 16

aSee Ref. 33.
bSee Refs. 43 and 50.
cSee Refs. 47 and 51.
dThe statistical uncertainty is60.1 kJ mol21 in all cases.
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conclusion that the difference in energy was due to the han-
dling of the Ewald sums with the particle-mesh method57–60

in the molecular dynamics. Thus, the ANES scheme was
used, withTqm50.05 K and a sampling ratio quantum:clas-
sical of 10:1. The comparison to previous results is presented
in Table II. The Monte Carlo~MC! simulations reproduced
the energetic and structural results of molecular dynamics,
with rather small variations. It is worthwhile to notice that
the SU scheme taken from Ref. 33 produced in this case the
same difference in energy as previously reported,32

0.3 kJ mol21, and a slightly shorter intramolecular H–H dis-
tance, 153.0 pm. Therefore, the reasonable computational
cost, the right sampling, and the handling of long-range ef-
fects, which does not require the evaluation of forces, makes
ANES the method of choice.

Care must also be taken to ensure convergence of the
MC sampling,61,62 so in the subsequent simulations of this
work we used the ANES scheme43,50 for the sampling and
the blocking method53 to assess convergence.

IV. THE DENSITY OF LIQUID WATER

One of the intentions of this work is to find the possible
effects that flexible constraints may cause on the prediction

of the density of liquid water. Because the convergence of
the density is rather slow,6 a smaller system of 343 MCDHO
water molecules was used. Calibration runs of the (NVT)
ensemble produced the same energetic and structural results
as found with 1000 molecules.

For comparison to a model that was fitted to the experi-
mental density under ambient conditions, the same small sys-
tem was simulated with 343 TIP5P6 water molecules. From
the (NVT) simulation without Ewald sums, we found the
same per-molecule potential energy as reported in Ref. 6,
Ugas2U liq541.3 kJ mol21. A comparison of the radial dis-
tribution functions obtained from (NVT) simulations of both
MCDHO and TIP5P models to experimental data.63 is shown
in Figs. 1–3.

Both models, TIP5P and MCDHO, reproduce the experi-
mentally determined63 gOO radial distribution function, in-
cluding the second and third maxima, though MCDHO
slightly exaggerates the latter. ThegOH and gHH obtained
with TIP5P also match quite well those obtained from ex-
periment, whereas MCDHO produces a seemingly more
structured liquid: though the locations of the maxima are
correct, the heights are overestimated. It has to be remem-
bered, though, that the heights determined from experiment
are not as reliable as the positions.64 However, it has been

FIG. 1. Comparison to experiment~see Ref. 63! of the OO radial distribu-
tion functions obtained from simulations with the models MCDHO~Ref. 33!
and TIP5P~Ref. 6!.

FIG. 2. Comparison to experiment~Ref. 63! of the OH radial distribution
functions obtained from simulations with the models MCDHO~Ref. 33! and
TIP5P~Ref. 6!.

TABLE II. Comparison of the results obtained from the MC-FF, MC-FC, and MC-RC simulations with the
MCDHO model,a to those obtained from molecular dynamics,b and to experimental data. The quantum correc-
tions found in Ref. 28 were used to compute the evaporation enthalpies of the models.

Model
Ug2Ul

(kJ mol21)
DHvap

(kJ mol21)
^r OH&
~pm!

Dr OH

~pm!
^r HH&
~pm!

Dr HH

~pm!
/HOH

~degrees!

MD-FF 43.3 ¯ 98.5 2.6 153.8 5.3 102.7
MC-FF 43.4 ¯ 98.4 2.6 153.7 5.3 102.7
MD-FC 46.9 43.2 98.2 0.9 153.4 1.9 102.7
MC-FC 46.9 43.2 98.2 0.9 153.4 2.0 102.7
MD-RC 46.8 43.1 98.4 ¯ 153.7 ¯ 102.7
MC-RC 46.9 43.2 98.4 ¯ 153.7 ¯ 102.7
Experimental ¯ 44.0c 96.6d

¯ 151.0d ¯ 102.8d

¯ ¯ ¯ 97.0e
¯ 155.0e ¯ 106.1e

aSee Ref. 33.
bSee Ref. 32.
cSee Ref. 103.
dSee Ref. 104.
eSee Ref. 83.
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shown28 that vibrational quantum effects lower the first peak
of the gOH obtained with MCDHO. It is worth noticing that
an empirical model fitted to the liquid properties includes
these quantum effects in an average manner, whereas a
model based on single molecule properties andab initio in-
teractions does not.

Further Monte Carlo simulations of the (NPT) ensemble
were performed with a computational cell of 343 water mol-
ecules atT5298.15 K andP51 atm (50.101 325 MPa).
Volume changes were attempted approximately every 1000
configurations, and their magnitude as well as the ranges for
molecular rotations and translations were adjusted to yield
acceptance rates of;40%. A spherical cutoff radius of
1.085 nm was used and, because TIP5P was fitted in simu-
lations without long-range corrections,6 Ewald sums and a
dispersion correction were applied only for the MCDHO
model. The convergence of the results was tested with the
blocking method of Flyvbjerg and Petersen.53 Very large runs
of 109 MC steps were required to attain a statistically mean-
ingful sample, with a standard error oferms51 kg m23. The
resulting density found with TIP5P wasr51006 kg m23,
that is less than 1% higher than previously reported.6 This
slight difference may be due to the longer cutoff radius em-
ployed here. The densities predicted with the MCDHO
model werer51010 kg m23 for MC-FF, r51008 kg m23

for MC-FC, andr51005 kg m23 for MC-RC. These values
show that the effect of the constraints results in an almost
negligibly lower density than that obtained with the classical
sampling of the intramolecular degrees of freedom. Though
small, the effect diminishes the difference with respect to the
experimental value,r5997 kg m23. It is worth noticing that
quantum corrections should lower the density obtained from
numerical simulations.29

V. ICE IH

One of the expectations of a flexible and polarizable wa-
ter model is that it should be able to reproduce the behavior
of water under various different thermodynamical condi-
tions. The MCDHO model has been successful in doing that
for the gas and the liquid phases,33 but it has been argued that
an accurate potential ought to predict that phases resembling
the phases of ice are in local potential minima and have the

same energies.65 Another important point is the comparison
of the predictions obtained with a complex model to those
obtained with standard, nonpolarizable, rigid, and less ex-
pensive water models. Thus, in this section we present the
performance of the MCDHO model to simulate ice Ih, and
compare the results to the standard models SPC,2 SPC/E,3

SPC/L,5 TIP3P,4 TIP4P,4 and TIP5P.6

A. Water hexamers

Because in this work we make a Monte Carlo search for
the phases in local potential energy minima, we decided to
test the method by finding the most stable water hexamers
with each of the models, as it is known66 that there are sev-
eral stable configurations whose energies lie within
8 kJ mol21: prism, cage, book, ring, and bag~Fig. 4!.

The stable hexamers found previously33 with the
MCDHO model were used as the starting configurations for
each model, changing the intramolecular geometry accord-
ingly. The Monte Carlo procedure was used with a tempera-
ture ofT50.15 K and small displacement and rotation steps,
for an acceptance rate of 95%. No annealing was employed
because the aim was to obtain local energy minima, close to
the starting structures. The sampling was continued to gen-
erate 1000 configurations with energy differences of less
than 0.001 kJ mol21, from which the lowest energy was cho-
sen. The interaction energies of the resulting hexamers are
presented in Table III.

Several data are worth noticing for the three-site models:
~1! all of them are able to produce five different configura-
tions with energies within 8 kJ mol21; ~2! all of them yield
the book configuration as the global minimum. This result
was also obtained by Niesse and Mayne,67 and by Wales and
Hodges68 with the TIP3P model.~3! None of them main-
tained the prism configuration, that has the maximum num-
ber of hydrogen bonds; instead, all of them lost one and

FIG. 3. Comparison to experiment~Ref. 63! of the HH radial distribution
functions obtained from simulations with the models MCDHO~Ref. 33! and
TIP5P~Ref. 6!.

FIG. 4. Lowest energy water hexamers.
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evolved to a truncated pyramid~or wedge, Fig. 5! form. ~4!
All of them produced chair-like ring conformations~Fig. 5!,
with dihedralsf between 130° and 145°.~5! All of them
exaggerate the total interaction energy, as compared to theab
initio values, apart from SPC/E, for which the correction of
5.22 kJ mol21 per molecule produces a substantially closer
agreement. This correction represents the energetic cost of
inducing a larger dipole moment than that of an isolated
molecule,3 and the same effect is built into the MCDHO
model.33

The cage structure has been recognized as the experi-
mental minimum,69 whereas theab initio ordering without
inclusion of zero-point energy~ZPE! has been proposed as
shown in Table III: prism, cage, book, ring, and bag, from
lower to higher energy;70 but other recent calculations with a
counterpoise-corrected potential energy surface, yield the
ring as the minimum.71 At any rate, the five isomers lie so
close in energy that their relative ordering is rather difficult
to assess with certainty. However, the prism structure is
among them, and our results show that three-site models fail
to reproduce it.

The TIP4P model does yield the prism configuration as
having the second lowest energy, and we predict the mini-
mum to be the cage, in agreement with the results of Wales
and Hodges.68 The other lowest energy configurations are, in
order of increasing energy, the wedge, the book, the bag and
the ring, this latter with a dihedralf5142.3°. TIP5P and
MCDHO produce more planar cyclic structures, with dihe-
dralsf5175.0° andf5166.5°, respectively, that also hap-
pen to be the minima in both cases, whereas the highest
energies correspond to the cage and the wedge; however
TIP5P favors the book and the bag over the prism, opposite
to MCDHO.

Though the configurations are asymmetric, the analysis
of the average O–O distance predicted with each model
~Table IV! will be useful to assess the reliability of the den-
sities of ice Ih that we present in the next subsection.

It can be seen in Table IV that TIP5P produces the most
closely packed hexamers, followed by SPC/L, SPC/E, and
TIP4P, whereas the average nearest-neighbor O–O distances
predicted by SPC and TIP3P are rather similar. MCDHO
produces the longest separations. It is to be noted that the
six-membered structures to be found in ice Ih are chair-like
ring configurations, and all models predicted it to be the most
closely packed, with an average O–O distance that is shorter
than in the optimal dimer. This result shows the influence of
collective effects even for pair-additive models. It also shows
that the O–O distances predicted by the models for ice Ih
should be shorter than their corresponding optimal dimer.

B. Idealized ice Ih at TÄ0.15 K

The relative simplicity of MCDHO with respect to other
polarizable models, allows for a large enough number of
molecules in the computational cell that no large deviations
from a cubic shape are required. In this work, we used a
random starting configuration of 768 water molecules in a
hexagonal arrangement and zero total dipole moment gener-
ated with the procedure described in Ref. 64, in a rectangular
box of lengths 2.6945 nm33.1113 nm32.9334 nm, for a
density ofr5933 kg m23. This latter value was estimated
from scaling the measured density at 250 K with the corre-
sponding variation of the lattice parameters72 between 10 and
250 K.

For each model, Monte Carlo simulations of the (NVT)
ensemble atT50.15 K were performed with a cutoff radius
of 1.058 nm. Though the empirical models were fitted to
include the long-range interactions in an average manner, we
considered the periodicity of the system to require the use of
Ewald sums in all cases. The dispersion energy beyond the
cutoff radius was considered to be isotropic, though. This
latter contribution is only20.1 kJ mol21 for the empirical
models, and20.3 kJ mol21 for MCDHO.

After the minimum energy was reached, generally in 107

configurations, further Monte Carlo simulations of the
(NPT) ensemble atP51 atm were performed, with inde-FIG. 5. Wedge and nonplanar cyclic water hexamers.

TABLE III. Total interaction energies (kJ mol21) obtained with each model for the most stable water hexamers shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The numbers on the
second row are the number of hydrogen bonds in each configuration.

Model
Prism
9 HB

Cage
8 HB

Book
7 HB

Ring
6 HB

Bag
7 HB

Wedge
8 HB

SPC ¯ 2200.0 2203.6 2199.8 2197.5 2198.0
SPC/Ea

¯ 2186.3 2190.4 2186.4 2183.7 2184.1
SPC/L ¯ 2200.7 2202.8 2197.3 2197.4 2198.3
TIP3P ¯ 2195.3 2199.9 2198.5 2194.4 2195.1
TIP4P 2196.3 2197.7 2192.9 2185.7 2191.3 2194.6
TIP5P 2191.6 2189.6 2195.8 2197.9 2192.9 2188.2
MCDHOb 2184.9 2182.8 2184.1 2185.3 2184.1 2181.9
ab initioc 2192.0 2191.6 2190.8 2187.4 2184.5 ¯

aFor this model a polarization correction~Ref. 3! of 5.22 kJ mol21 per molecule was applied to the energy.
bSee Ref. 62.
cEnergies for prism, cage, book and ring configurations from Ref. 70; the energy for the bag configuration from Ref. 66. Noab initio value has been reported
for the wedge.
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pendent expansions in theX, Y, andZ directions, to find the
predictions of the models for the density, the potential en-
ergy, the average O–O distances, and the lattice constants.
This procedure constitutes a Monte Carlo search for the~lo-
cal! lowest energy conformations, and allows the anisotropic
geometrical relaxation of the lattice. The results are pre-
sented in Table V.

Because perfect ice Ih structures with differently ran-
domized hydrogens give slightly different energies and den-
sities, the use of a few hundred molecules in the minimiza-
tion limits the accuracy73 to ;0.1 kJ mol21 and 10 kg m23.
Therefore, to propose average O–O distances and lattice
constants with an accuracy of 10212 m, we considered the
distributions around each molecule, instead of taking only
averages of the distances between planes, as is done
experimentally.72 The values presented in Table V were ob-
tained from Gaussian fits to the distributions, and due to the
previously discussed limitations, the expected uncertainty is
;61 pm.

In agreement with previously reported results at various
temperatures,74–78 the densities found with the empirical
models are all higher than the experimental value. Moreover,
the density we found for TIP4P,r5977 kg m23, matches a
previously reported value,79 and the density we found with
SPC/E, r5979 kg m23, is consistent with the values
reported78 for temperatures ranging from 150 to 290 K.
Though higher densities have been reported by Donget al.80

for SPC/E, TIP3P, and TIP4P, from the dipoles these authors
present, it is not clear that they used the right parameters or
the right rigid geometries. At any rate, the highest density
was obtained with the TIP5P model, whereas that predicted
by the MCDHO model,r5941 kg m23, is significantly
closer to the experimental value than those obtained with the
empirical models. To check that this was not an artifact due
to the use of Ewald sums, we repeated the Monte Carlo
searches without them, and found the same results, within
the above mentioned uncertainties~results not shown!. The
ordering from highest to lowest density is: TIP5P, SPC/L,
SPC/E, TIP4P, TIP3P, SPC, and MCDHO, the same that we
found previously for the packing of the hexamers.

With regard to the potential energies, the experimental
value in Table V includes corrections for intermolecular and
intramolecular vibrations.65 Considering that rigid empirical
models include these contributions for the liquid, a correc-
tion from a shift in the intramolecular ZPE when going from
the liquid to the solid can be estimated from experimental
data81 as 21.3 kJ mol21. For MCDHO an estimate was
made from the change in vibrational intramolecular energy
found for the liquid in Ref. 28: ZPEgas

intra2ZPEliquid
intra

52.5 kJ mol21. This value was added to the empirical cor-
rection, for a total of 1.2 kJ mol21. Of course, a more accu-
rate estimate should be obtained from path–integral molecu-
lar dynamics, but this is beyond the aim of the present study.

TABLE IV. Average O–O distances~pm! obtained with each model for the most stable water dimer~second column! and for the hexamers shown in Figs. 4
and 5.

Model Dimer Prism Cage Book Ring Bag Wedge

SPC 275.2 ¯ 278.0 274.1 271.4 274.6 278.2
SPC/E 273.4 ¯ 276.1 272.1 269.6 272.7 276.2
SPC/L 273.1 ¯ 275.6 272.0 269.8 272.6 275.8
TIP3P 274.7 ¯ 277.6 273.8 270.9 274.3 277.3
TIP4P 275.0 278.6 275.8 273.4 272.1 273.5 276.3
TIP5P 267.6 277.2 274.5 269.0 265.5 269.4 274.3
MCDHOa 291.8 289.8 287.1 281.0 272.8 281.0 286.4
ab initiob 290.7 284.0 280.7 276.6 270.7 276.9 ¯

aSee Ref. 62.
bSee Ref. 105 for the dimer and Ref. 66 for the hexamers.

TABLE V. Comparison to experimental data of the densities (kg m23), the potential energiesDU5U ice2Ugas (kJ mol21), the average O–O distances~pm!,
the lattice constantsa andc ~pm!, and thec/a ratio, predicted by various models for ice Ih atT50.15 K.

Model r 2DUa ^r OO&a ^r OO&c a c c/a

SPC 960 57.8 273.0 272.4 445.2 725.4 1.629
SPC/E 979 57.5 271.2 270.9 442.3 721.1 1.630
SPC/L 982 58.0 270.8 270.5 442.3 720.1 1.628
TIP3P 963 55.4 273.0 272.4 445.0 725.3 1.630
TIP4P 977 58.3 271.2 270.8 442.7 720.8 1.628
TIP5P 1045 61.4 265.1 264.9 432.7 706.3 1.632
MC-FC 941 60.1 274.7 274.4 448.4 730.8 1.630
Experimental 933b 58.8c 275.3d 274.6d 449.7b 732.1b 1.628b

aA correction of21.3 kJ mol21 to the shift in intramolecular ZPE was used for the empirical models, whereas for MCDHO the correction amounted to
1.2 kJ mol21 ~see text!.

bSee Ref. 72. The experimental density was computed from the lattice constants.
cSee Refs. 65 and 99.
dSee Ref. 91. Because the oxygen coordination deviates from perfectly tetrahedral (c/a51.628, instead of 1.633!, the nearest neighbor distance is not the same
in all directions.
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From Table V it can be seen that the three- and four-site
models slightly underestimate the lattice energy, while TIP5P
and MCDHO slightly overestimate it. However, the agree-
ment with the experimentally determined value is quite re-
markable, as none of them was fitted to the properties of ice.
In fact, MCDHO should be expected to perform well in this
respect, because it accounts explicitly for nonadditive ef-
fects, whereas the empirical models account for them in an
average manner. Thus, the good reproduction of the energy
of ice suggests that most of the nonadditive effects are al-
ready present in liquid water.

Though the O–O distances and lattice constants obtained
from the empirical models are shorter than the experimental
values, thec/a ratio remains in good agreement with experi-
ment. In the case of MCDHO, the agreement includes all the
quantities, showing the ability of the model to account for
collective nonadditive effects. This is not the case for the
rigid polarizable TIP4P-FQ model,49 which not only overes-
timates the density, but produces a large ratio77 of c/a
51.641. This is an example of a polarizable model with a
worse performance than its nonpolarizable counterpart.

The radial distribution functions~RDFs! are shown in
Figs. 6, 7, and 8. The RDFs obtained from the empirical
models are shifted to the left with respect to those obtained
from MCDHO. The gOO(r ) corresponds to the crystalline
arrangement of the oxygens, whereas thegOH(r ) andgHH(r )
show that the ordering of the hydrogens is kept only at a
rather short range of the order of the size of the unit cell, as
shown by the dips at distances corresponding to the lattice
constantc for gOH(r ), anda for gHH(r ). These features are
in agreement with previous numerical simulations with the
NCC-vib potential.82

With regard to the distortion of the water molecule in ice
Ih ~Table VI!, the MCDHO model correctly predicts the
elongation of the OH bonds; however, the predicted bond
angle, /HOH5103.8°, is smaller than in the gas phase
/HOH5104.52°, though larger than the prediction in the
liquid /HOH5102.7°. The value determined from a neu-
tron diffraction experiment83 for the molecule in the liquid is
/HOH5106.1°, which is also predicted by quantum me-
chanical calculations84,85and by a simulation with a quantum

‘‘on-the-fly’’ potential.8 The large value assumed for the wa-
ter molecule in ice Ih86,87 from the tetrahedral coordination
of the oxygens,/HOH5109.47°, was under debate for
some time.88–90 Nevertheless, the value deduced from a re-
cent analysis of single-crystal neutron diffuse scattering91 is
only /HOH5105.1°, even smaller than the liquid-phase
angle. This seems inconsistent, as one would expect that the
hydrogen-bond network in ice induces a larger widening of
the molecule than in the liquid. Considering that the mea-
surements in solids present less difficulties than those in liq-
uids, the solid-phase angle should be more accurate and the
liquid-phase angle should be expected to be smaller or at
most equal. Thus, the prediction of the MCDHO model is
underestimated by a mere 1%–2%, however qualitatively
opposite to the experimentally determined behavior. This
should be compared to the prediction of/HOH5101.3°
obtained with the model NCC-vib.82

The MCDHO model predicted per-molecule average di-
pole moment in the liquid is28,62 m52.96 D, in agreement

FIG. 6. Comparison between the OO radial distribution functions obtained
with the models SPC, SPC/E, SPC/L, TIP3P, TIP4P, TIP5P, and MCDHO.

FIG. 7. Comparison between the OH radial distribution functions obtained
with the empirical models SPC, SPC/E, SPC/L, TIP3P, TIP4P, TIP5P, and
MCDHO. After the dip at a distance corresponding to the lattice constantc,
the distribution attains a value of 1.

FIG. 8. Comparison between the HH radial distribution functions obtained
with the empirical models SPC, SPC/E, SPC/L, TIP3P, TIP4P, TIP5P, and
MCDHO. After the dip at a distance corresponding to the lattice constanta,
the distribution attains a value of 1.
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with recent experimental92,93 and theoretical evaluations that
show this dipole moment to yield the right dielectric
constant.94 However, the convergence of this latter result has
been recently criticized,95 and there is some theoretical evi-
dence that the polarizability in the liquid phase is up to 9%
smaller than in the gas phase.96–98 Thus, the correct value
remains an open question.

The MCDHO result for the molecule in ice Ih ism
53.25 D, close to that obtained with the NCC-vib model,82

and to the upper bound derived from the experimental elec-
tric permittivities99 for ice VI, that is partly orientationally
ordered. For ice Ih the corresponding experimental evalua-
tion lies betweenm52.45 and 3.00 D. However, the deriva-
tion of these values neglects the contributions to the dielec-
tric constant of multipole moments higher than the dipole.
Instead, a recent study using an induction model100 and in-
cluding moments up to hexadecapole, found the average per-
molecule dipole to bem53.09 D in ice Ih. Thus, the
MCDHO value is overestimated by only 5%. A further con-
sideration to be taken into account is that the induction
model includes only electronic polarizability, whereas the
simulation with MCDHO also includes the effect of the elon-
gation of the O–H bonds. At any rate, the MCDHO result
that the molecular dipole moment in ice Ih,m53.25 D, is
;15% higher than in the cyclic hexamer,33 m52.80 D, is in
agreement with a recentab initio study.101

C. Simulations with simplified models

It has recently been found62 that simplified versions of
MCDHO having the liquid-phase average geometry and di-
pole moment perform rather well in simulations of liquid
water. In this subsection we use the same approach to gen-

erate two other simplified versions, both with the average ice
Ih geometry and one of them with the average dipole mo-
ment. Thus, four simplified versions are used:~1! MC-RCl ,
that is polarizable and has the liquid geometry,r OH

598.4 pm and/HOH5102.7°; ~2! MC-RCnpl , nonpolariz-
able with the same geometry and a fixed dipolem
52.96 D; ~3! MC-RCIh , polarizable with the ice Ih geom-
etry, r OH599.4 pm and /HOH5103.8°; and ~4!
MC-RCnpIh, nonpolarizable with ice Ih geometry and a fixed
dipole m53.25 D. The results are shown in Table VII.

The two versions with the ice Ih geometry produce vir-
tually the same results as the polarizable and flexible model,
in agreement with the conclusion of Ref. 62 that a simplified,
rigid, and nonpolarizable model can be reliably used in nu-
merical simulations, provided that the intramolecular geom-
etry and polarization are consistent with the intermolecular
interactions. The good performance of the TTM2-R model,
which keeps the gas-phase geometry, seems to contradict this
conclusion. However, the effects of intramolecular geometry
are included in the parameters of this latter model.79

The rigid, nonpolarizable MC-RCnpl version yields a low
density, but the results obtained with the polarizable version
with the liquid geometry, MC-RCl , are in excellent agree-
ment with experiment, even better than those of the polariz-
able and flexible model. This is fortuituous, as the simula-
tions do not include any quantum correction to
intermolecular vibrations and librations. Nevertheless, the
comparison shows that while the intramolecular geometry
does not change significantly from the liquid to the solid, a
mere 1% in the elongation of the O–H bonds, but the polar-
ization does: the average per-molecule dipole moment of the
MC-RCl model ism53.21 D, that is 1% lower than MC-FC,

TABLE VI. Deformation and polarization of the water molecule in ice Ih. Comparison to experiment of MCDHO predicted values.

^r OH&
~pm!

Dr OH

~pm!
^r HH&
~pm!

Dr HH

~pm!
/HOH

~degrees!
m

~D!
Dm
~D!

MCDHO 99.4 0.3 156.4 0.4 103.8 3.25 0.09
Experimentala 99.7 ¯ 163.0 ¯ 105.1 3.00 ¯

aIntramolecular geometry from Ref. 91, experiment atT520 K, and dipole moment from Ref. 99.

TABLE VII. Comparison to experimental data of the densities (kg m23), the potential energiesDU5U ice2Ugas (kJ mol21), the average O–O distances
~pm!, the lattice constantsa andc ~pm!, and thec/a ratio, predicted for ice Ih atT50.15 K by rigid and nonpolarizable models derived from MCDHO, and
by theab initio model TTM2-R.a

Model r 2DUb ^r OO&a ^r OO&c a c c/a

MC-FC 941 60.1 274.7 274.4 448.4 730.8 1.630
MC-RCl 931 59.9 275.7 275.4 450.0 733.6 1.630
MC-RCnpl 902 58.9 278.6 278.4 454.8 740.8 1.629
MC-RCIh 941 60.1 274.8 274.5 448.0 731.3 1.632
MC-RCnpIh 942 60.1 274.8 274.4 448.1 730.7 1.630
TTM2-R 942 61.5 ¯ ¯ 447.8 731.3 1.633
Experimental 933c 58.8d 275.3e 274.6e 449.7c 732.1c 1.628c

aSee Ref. 79.
bFor the MCDHO-derived models a correction was applied to the energy, with an estimate of the change in intramolecular zero-point energy of 1.2 kJ mol21

~see text!.
cSee Ref. 72. The experimental density was computed from the lattice constants.
dSee Refs. 65 and 99.
eSee Ref. 91. Because the oxygen coordination deviates from perfectly tetrahedral (c/a51.628, instead of 1.633!, the nearest neighbor distance is not the same
in all directions.
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but 8% higher than the liquid phase value,m52.96 D. As
stated in the previous subsection, the actual value of the per-
molecule dipole moment in condensed phases is not yet well
established; but our results show that the high values we
obtain are consistent with a good description of the energet-
ics and structure of condensed phases.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this work we showed how to implement flexible con-
straints in numerical simulations with the Monte Carlo
method, and obtained results in agreement with previous
simulations with molecular dynamics. We then used the
method with the flexible and polarizable MCDHO model to
compute the density of liquid water under ambient condi-
tions, where we found only rather small differences among
the results of simulations with versions of the model that
were fully flexible, flexibly constrained, and rigidly con-
strained.

Opposite to many other polarizable models, MCDHO
produces a description of the liquid that is almost as good as
that obtained from an empirical model, TIP5P, that was fitted
precisely to reproduce the experimental data of the liquid
under ambient conditions. The MCDHO model slightly over-
estimates the density and the structure, and underestimates
the vaporization enthalpy.

Two types of systems were used to show that MCDHO
performs better than empirical models in describing water
under conditions other than ambient: hexamers and ice Ih.
We found that empirical models do produce various different
conformations with energy differences similar to those ob-
tained fromab initio calculations. Three-site models, though,
were unable to yield the prism configuration. In all cases, the
models produced hexamers more closely packed than their
corresponding optimal dimers. Following the same trend, the
structures of ice Ih predicted by the empirical models were
all denser than that predicted with MCDHO, and this latter
produces an overestimation of less than 1% on the experi-
mentally determined value.

We further tested the effects of intramolecular flexibility
and polarizability on the description of the energetics and
structure of ice Ih, by using various versions of the MCDHO
model with rigid constraints on the geometry and on the
position of the shell, to fix the dipole moment at specified
values. In agreement with a study of the liquid,62 we found
that a rigid, nonpolarizable model with the average ice mo-
lecular geometry and dipole, reproduces the results of the
flexible and polarizable model. On the other hand, the de-
scription of the solid was modified when the geometry and
the dipole were set at the liquid phase values, the larger
difference produced by the lack of polarizability.

VII. CAVEATS AND CONCLUSIONS

Despite the large effort devoted to design transferable
water models, such attempts were only recently able to cor-
rectly describe the various phases under different thermody-
namical conditions.

Our results with the MCDHO model lead us to conclude
that to achieve this goal, both polarizability and intramolecu-

lar flexibility have to be taken into account, and the intermo-
lecular parameters should be fitted to the simplest pair inter-
actions. As a consequence, numerical simulations with truly
transferable models require an adequate handling of the vari-
ous effects that are parametrized away in empirical effective
potentials: long-range interactions, energetic costs of in-
tramolecular deformations and polarization, and quantum ef-
fects due to intramolecular and intermolecular vibrations.
This also affects classical simulations with quantum force
fields.

In this and previous works, we have shown how to treat
intramolecular flexibility in a thermodynamically correct
way. However, the quantum effects of intramolecular vibra-
tions have been neglected in our simulations. Work is in
progress to include them within the Feynman–Hibbs ap-
proach.

One of the most stringent tests for flexible and polariz-
able models is how well they reproduce the phase diagram of
water, and MC techniques can be used to study the liquid–
vapor interface.102 Work is also in progress in this direction,
and preliminary results from histogram reweighting MC
simulations yield a critical temperature of the MCDHO
model that is in fairly good agreement with the experimental
value,Tc5647 K: between 550 and 570 K for MC-FF; be-
tween 650 and 670 K for MC-RC~ambient liquid water ge-
ometry!, and between 620 and 640 K for MC-FC; all of them
with a critical density close to the experimental valuerc

5316 kg m23. Though further analysis is needed, and will
be published elsewhere, it is already clear that the method of
flexible constraints is required for a correct classical simula-
tion with a flexible model.
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